
Why Use Google AdWords?



The three key benefits of 
Google AdWords are
Reach, Relevance and ROI



Reach

Number 1 website in the UK: 89.9% of the market



Reach

Number 1 website in the UK: 89.9% of the market16% of all queries every day are new





Target specifically the people that are interesting for your business

Keywords are the most important indicator of relevance. However, there are other criteria to make 
sure the ads are as relevant as possible. 

Keywords : Your message appears 
when someone searches for your 
product or service1

3 4Time / Day : Identify which hours and 
days are most interesting for you.

Type of Device : Change your 
communication depending on the 
device.

2
Geographic : Chose to appear only 
for those who live within your area or 
are interested in a local service 

Relevance



Only pay when a potential customer clicks on your ad 
and consults your website

Control how much to invest

based on your specific goals or monthly budget

Control the maximum investment per day

Return on Investment



Return on Investment
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Generate Leads and 
Identify Prospects

Branding
Build Awareness & 
Educate Prospects

Advertiser objectives

• Targeted impressions
• Qualified visits to your site

• Event registrations
• Newsletter registrations

Generate Sales & 
Acquire New 
Customers

• Sales Conversions
• Site Registrations
• Catalog Requests

Success measurements
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Tips and Features for greater ROI and success
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Generic Keywords

 Return on InvestmentLow High
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“photo camera”

“canon camera”

“canon EOS 1200d”

Branded 
Keywords

Highest ROI, but low 
volume. Aimed at 
current customer 
base

Lower ROI, but aimed 
at creating awareness, 
expanding customer 
base, and increasing 
sales volumes

Brand + Generic 
Keywords

Keyword types



Get customers to notice your ads
Ad extensions add value to potential 
customers just by being present. Giving 
users more information translates to a 
higher clickthrough rate. 

Combine extensions to maximize 
your ad space
Enable whatever makes sense for your 
customers, and ad extensions are auto-
optimized to show the best possible 
combination.  

Give users useful and relevant information beyond a regular text ad

The Power of Ad Extensions



Call Extension - Location ExtensionPhone 
Calls

Store 
Visits

Online Sales / 
conversions

Location Extension - Call Extension

Sitelinks - Callout Extension

Linking the extension to the customer’s goal

GOAL PRIMARY EXTENSIONS

The Goals of Ad Extensions



Bring customers into your physical store

Location extensions provide an extra line in 
your ad highlighting your business location. 
They allow customers to instantly get 
directions, and make it easy for them to visit 
your physical store.

Location extensions improve performance. Ads leveraging location
extensions see an average click-through rate (CTR) uplift of over 10%.

Location Extension



Encourage calls to your business 

Call extensions allow you to connect directly with 
your customers via phone. They allow customers to 
easily find your phone number, and on mobile 
devices, call you directly from your ad.

Ads leveraging call extensions see an average click-
through rate (CTR) uplift of 6-8%.

Call Extension



Turn clicks into customers
Sitelinks extensions see an 
average uplift of 10-20% in 
clickthrough rate (and +20-50% 
when the search is one of your 
brand terms).

Sitelinks extensions let you link to additional 
information from your site within your search ads 
so they can get where they want to go faster. 

Attract more customers to your website

Provide more details
Direct users to exactly what they 
are looking for before they even 
click your ad. You can show up to 
three additional lines of detail 
with your ad.

Sitelink Extension



Strengthen your message
Add callout extensions at the 
account, campaign, or ad group 
level to customize the level of 
detail you want to include.

Callout extensions show valuable information to potential 
customers before they click on your ad. Use them to draw attention 
to important product details and benefits, or highlight what makes 
your business different from competitors. 

Use additional text to include detailed information about your business

Attract and inform users
Keep potential customers focused 
on the main message, while 
highlighting valuable details (e.
g. free shipping) to help them
make informed browsing and
purchasing decisions.

Callout Extension



Adwords 
Objections Handling



 Most Common Objections

  Google Adwords is too expensive1

  How can you assure that the ROI is good?2

  Am I competitive with a small budget?3

  No more marketing budget4

  My product / service is very niche5

  Had bad experience before8

  Doing it myself, no need to outsource9

  My business is Word of Mouth10

  My business is seasonal, bad time now11

  I want to have the top position12

  Isn’t the market too saturated?6

  I’m already in the Organic Listings7

  I don’t want to pay for irrelevant clicks13

  I / My customers don’t click on ads14



1. I can’t afford that many clicks
AdWords is too expensive



  Did you know?

Only 30% of SMEs have an advertising budget. Two-thirds (67%) of 
SMEs that do not advertise believe that 
advertising is ‘too expensive’. Additionally, 66% believe it is 
‘financially risky’.

Source: Advertising Pays 2: How advertising can unlock UK growth potential, Advertising Association, January 2014



2. How do you assure the effort is worth it?
Generate the sales and leads to make the 
campaign worth it.



Percentage of people who purchase goods and services online at least once a month

Source: The Connected Consumer UK, TNS/Google (2014)

  Did you know?

People in the UK do more online shopping than anyone else.



3. How can I compete with large companies, 
with only a limited budget?
Am I competitive with my budget at all?



Spending an additional £1 on advertising 

would benefit an SME nearly 
eight times as much 

relative to its size as an 

equivalent £1 spent by a larger 
business.

Source: Advertising Pays 2: How advertising can unlock UK growth potential, Advertising Association, January 2014

  Did you know?



4. There is no marketing budget left
We don’t have budget to do this.



Source: eMarketer, 2014, UK

People are spending 
more of their time 

consuming digital media 
than any other format. 

This is contrary to 
advertising investments, 

which are still more 
offline-focused

  Did you know?
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5. We have a niche service/product



6. Isn’t the market saturated?
Searching for similar businesses, there are 
already many adverts.



7. Organic Vs. Paid Search
I am already listed in the organic search 
results, so I see no need to invest money in 
paid search



Sponsored links can generate significant incremental traffic. 

Sponsored links on Google can generate 89% of incremental visits to an advertiser's site. 

81% of ad clicks are incremental when organic search results are in 2nd to 4th position

For an organic position of 5 or lower,  96% of ad clicks are incremental.

Sources : Search Ads Pause, Google Study, 2011

  Did you know?



SEO vs. SEM: No need to fight as one works with the other



8. I had a bad experience before
I tried it and It did not bring in any business



Customers must beware of the sharks…
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We trust all of our agencies to:

Sell and manage AdWords campaigns, 
and other digital products, in a legitimate way.

Reach out
to your 

Google Rep



Partners in the UK & Ireland

● Badged agencies are

○ AdWords certified

○ Score highly in best practices, both in
terms of performance and customer
care

○ Have access to insights, support,
training opportunities, events

○ Part of a trusting community



If you still have questions or
concerns, please just give us a call on 01543 

520 241 and we'll be happy to help.




